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Introduction
POsitional Slotted Language or POSL is a rule based language that provides a more human readable
format for web rules. It is compatible, and convertible with the more generic xml based RuleML which
has a format more suited for machine readability. The current version of POSL needs some modification
to bring its syntax more in line with the new version of RuleML. Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) has
been renamed to the more appropriate Internet Resource Identifier (IRI). The syntax to type a variable
or independent has been changed from a colon (:) to a double hat (^^). This will allow us to use the
colon as a namespace identifier as it is being used in RuleML.
One thing POSL currently lacks is a mechanism for defining defeasible rules. Defeasible logic allows
certain rules to override other rules. By including a superiority list of which rule beats which we are able
to define the priority of our rules and allow knowledge-bases which have an incomplete understanding
of their domain to function in an appropriate manner. This sort of prioritization of rules is important to
practical applications such as knowledge-bases in the domains of law and business. It is also “useful for
ontology integration, where conflicting information arises naturally” [1].

Objectives
Currently POSL is at version 0.91, our project will modify the grammar to align it with the changes that
occurred between RuleML 0.91 and 1.0. We will then add functionality to OO jDrew to read POSL 1.0
and make its default output when translating RuleML to POSL to be version 1.0.
Another purpose of our project will be to write a defeasible POSL grammar. The grammar will be
created by taking the updated POSL 1.0 grammar and adding support for rule labels, superiority
relations, and adding syntax to denote whether a rule is strict, defeasible, or a defeater.

Methodology
Use the ANTLRWorks to define the original POSL grammar in a way that it interacts with Java
instead of Python.
Update the grammar according to new standards for POSL 1.0 as in the use of IRI and HATHAT
^^.
Generate the grammar`s lexer, parser and tokens and integrate them into OO jDREW to
implement the new POSL standard.
The original grammar for DPOSL project version 1 was fixed with changes however, it still lacked
key features like rule labels and rule types as well as conflicting literals, that made it necessary
to start the grammar from scratch.
Develop a new grammar for DPOSL as, envisioned in reference [3], from scratch to be able to
tackle DPOSL statements. However the implementation of the finished grammar into a software
package will be implemented in future work.

Project Tools
ANTLR
ANother Tool for Language Recognition (ANTLR) is a language tool that provides a framework for
constructing recognizers, compilers, and translators from grammatical descriptions containing actions in
a variety of target languages. ANTLR automates the construction of language recognizers. From a formal
grammar, ANTLR generates a program that determines whether sentences conform to that language. In
other words, it's a program that writes other programs. By adding code snippets to the grammar, the
recognizer becomes a translator or interpreter.
ANTLRWorks
ANTLRWorks is a novel grammar development environment for ANTLR v3 grammars written by Jean
Bovet (with suggested use cases from Terence Parr). It combines an excellent grammar-aware editor
with an interpreter for rapid prototyping and a language-agnostic debugger for isolating grammar
errors.

Figure 4.1 ANTLRWorks

Eclipse
Eclipse is an open source community, whose projects are focused on building an open development
platform comprised of extensible frameworks, tools and runtimes for building, and for deploying and
managing software across the lifecycle.

OO jDREW
OO jDREW is a deductive reasoning engine for the RuleML web rule language; it is an Object Oriented
extension to jDREW. OO jDREW implements Object Oriented extensions to RuleML which include:
1.
2.
3.

Order Sorted Types
Slots
Object Identifiers

OO jDREW is written in the Java programming language (Tested with Version 1.6.0).
OO jDrew provides both Bottom-up as well as Top-down reasoning. Bottom-up execution is used to infer
all derivable knowledge from a set of clauses (forward reasoning). Top-down execution is used to solve a
query on the knowledge base (backward reasoning)
Supported Languages
POSL
POSL is a Positional Slotted Language that implements RuleML shorthand (similar to prolog).
RuleML
OO jDREW supports the XML syntax of RuleML.
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